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Strong approximation for Zariski dense subgroups over
arbitrary global fields

Richard Pmk

Abstract. Consider a finitely generated Zariski dense subgroup F of a connected simple
algebraic group G over a global field F An important aspect of strong approximation is the question
of whether the closure of F in the group of points of G with coefficients in a ring of partial adeles

is open We prove an essentially optimal result in this direction, based on the condition that
F is not discrete in that ambient group There are no restrictions on the characteristic of F or
the type of G, and simultaneous approximation in finitely many algebraic groups is also studied
Classification of finite simple groups is not used

Mathematics Subject Classification (2000). Primary 20G35, Secondary 11F06, 11R58,
20G30, 20H20

0. Introduction

Consider a connected seinisnnple linear algebraic group G over a global field F and
a finitely generated Zariski dense subgroup F C G(F) For any finite set S of places
of F we let Af. denote the ring of adeles of F outside S In this article we study the
closure of F in G(Af,) We are interested in sufficient conditions for such a closure
to be open, in which case we speak of strong approximation For a general survey
of approximation in algebraic groups see Platonov and Rapmchuk [17] Ch 7

It is best to reformulate the problem in terms of absolutely simple groups At
the same time, it can be generalized Consider finitely many connected absolutely
simple linear algebraic groups Gt over global fields Ft, and a finitely generated
subgroup F C n^=i Gt(Ft) whose image in each factor is Zariski dense No
relations between the Ft need be assumed, in particular, even their characteristics

may differ
It is well-known that strong approximation fails in non-simply connected groups,

even when F is an arithmetic subgroup To deal with this difficulty we assume that
every Gt is adjoint and study approximation in the universal coverings Gt —> Gt
The commutator morphism of Gt factors through a unique morphism
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The generalized commutator group of F is the subgroup F' C Y\^=l Gl{Fl)
generated by the generalized commutators [F,F]~. All we can hope for is that the
closure of F' in nl^=i Gt(Af?) is open.

Let G denote the group scheme over F := ®^Li Ft with fibers Gt. Then we
have G(F) YYÏLi Gt(Ft). It may happen that the coefficients of F lie in a proper
subring of F. A similar problem, relevant only in small positive characteristic, is

that F may be contained in the image of a non-central isogeny. In these cases it is

best to study approximation over the subring, resp. after pullback via the isogeny.
A coherent treatment is given as follows.

Consider a subring E C F which is itself a finite direct sum of global fields,
such that F is of finite type as £?-module. Consider a group scheme H over
E with connected adjoint fibers, and an isogeny f : H Xe F —> G, such that
F C ip{H{E)). The triple (E,H,tp) is then called a weak quasi-model of(F,G,T).
We suppose that the derivative of f vanishes nowhere; such a triple is called a

quasi-model of (F, G, F).
When f is an isomorphism, we can view H as a model of G over E in the usual

sense. By the classification of semisimple groups, it must be an isomorphism unless

some Gt possesses roots of different lengths whose square length ratio is equal to
char(fj). In the remaining cases, which can happen only in characteristics 2 and 3,

one cannot avoid non-standard isogenies.
For any quasi-model, the fact that H has adjoint fibers implies that the isogeny

(p is totally inseparable. Therefore the induced map H{E) —> G{F) is injective,
and we may identify F with its inverse image in H(E). We can then replace the
triple (F,G,T) by the triple (E,H,T), which satisfies the same conditions as the
former. It is known that this process cannot be iterated indefinitely, unless E F
and f is an isomorphism. More precisely, after passing to an essentially unique
minimal quasi-model the triple (F, G, F) satisfies the following property, which we
assume from now on (cf. Section 3):

Assumption 0.1. For every weak quasi-model (E,H,ip) of (F,G,Y), we have

E F and f is an isomorphism.

We first state our main result for approximation at compact places. For every
1 < i < m let S%y denote the set of places v of Ft for which the image of F in
Gt(FhV) does not lie in a compact subgroup. It is easy to see that St-p is finite:
see Corollary 7.2.

Theorem 0.2. The closure ofT' m IXIi^Of^) %s °Pen-

The following more general result gives a necessary and sufficient condition for
strong approximation outside an arbitrary finite set of places. For every 1 < i < m
consider a finite set St of places of Ft.
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Theorem 0.3. The following assertions are equivalent:
(a) For any non-empty subset I C {1,.. ,m}, the image ofT in Yiiei ^i(^f)

is not discrete.

(b) The closure ofT' m üHl^Of;) « open.

When F is an arithmetic subgroup such results are well-known: see for instance
Kneser [14], Prasad [18], Platonov and Rapinchuk [17]. For arbitrary finitely
generated Zariski dense subgroups Theorem 0.2 was proved by Weisfeiler ([21]
Thms. 9.1.1 and 10.1) over the adeles outside an indeterminate finite set of places,
assuming that G possesses no non-standard isogenies. He also proved a
generalization to fields of arbitrary transcendence degree. Our treatment here follows
the lines laid out in [21] but incorporates several improvements.

The inclusion of the non-standard cases was made possible by a detailed
analysis of their idiosyncracies, which was suggested in [21] Sect. 12 and begun by the
author in [16].

The improvement in the choice of the discarded places has much larger scope.
Namely, even the weak approximation property at a previously given finite set of
places where F is relatively compact, that is, the openness of the closure in a finite
product of Gl{FljV), is entirely non-trivial in positive characteristic. It was proved
in [16] with—originally—a different application in mind, and found to be useful
in the present context.

Thirdly, we are able to avoid recourse to the classification of finite simple
groups, using the qualitative characterization of finite subgroups of linear algebraic
groups by Färsen and the author [15] instead.

In Section 1 we review a number of less well-known properties of simple
algebraic groups over arbitrary fields. Section 2 deals with groups over local fields. In
Sections 3-4 we restate several concepts and results from [16]. After these preparations

we study weak approximation at any given finite set of places in Sections 5-6.
The complementary problem, that is, the behavior of F at all but a large finite
set of places, is the subject of Sections 7-12. These results are combined in
Sections 13-14, where Theorems 0.2 and 0.3 are proved. The reader interested only
in Theorem 0.2 may skip Sections 2, 6, and 14.

The author wishes to thank Michael Färsen for helpful remarks on earlier
versions of this paper.

1. Isogenies and the adjoint representation

We begin by recalling some aspects of simple algebraic groups which were explained
in [16] Sect. 1. Consider a connected adjoint absolutely simple linear algebraic
group G over a field F. We call G non-standard if it possesses roots of different
lengths whose square length ratio is equal to char(F). Otherwise G is called
standard. Non-standard groups exist only in characteristics 2 and 3.
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Isogenies: If p := char^F) is positive and a: F —s- F denotes the basic Frobenius
homomorphism x i—> xp, there are the natural Frobenius isogenies Frobpr : G —s-

(ar)*G. In the standard case every isogeny between G and another connected
adjoint simple group is a composite of a Frobenius isogeny with an isomorphism.
In particular, it is an isomorphism if and only if its derivative is non-zero.

In the non-standard case there exists a baste non-standard isogeny to another
adjoint simple group y>o : G —> G", whose derivative is non-zero but which is not an
isomorphism. In this case every isogeny between G and another connected adjoint
simple group is either a composite of a Frobenius isogeny with an isomorphism,
or a composite of (po with a Frobenius isogeny and an isomorphism. In particular,
its derivative is non-zero if and only if it is either an isomorphism or a basic
non-standard isogeny. The complementary group G" is again non-standard, and
the composite of the two respective basic non-standard isogenies differs from the
Frobenius isogeny Frobp by an isomorphism.

Giving a model Go of G over a finite subfield ¥pr C F is equivalent to giving
an isomorphism (ar)*G G. Its composite with Frobpr is the associated standard
Frobenius map. An arbitrary isogeny $ : G —s- G is called a Frobenius map if
and only if some positive power is a standard Frobenius map. Suppose that F is

algebraically closed. Then the group of fixed points G* is called a finite group of
Lie type. If $ is standard, we have G* Go(Fpr); otherwise G* is a Suzuki or
Ree group.

Adjoint representation: In the standard case the Lie algebra of G possesses
a unique irreducible subquotient on which G acts non-trivially. We denote the
representation on it by a.

In the non-standard case there are precisely two simple subquotients with non-
trivial G-action, one of which contains copies of all long root spaces, the other of all
short root spaces. The corresponding representations of G are denoted o.£ and o.s.
The derivative of the basic non-standard isogeny (po induces an isomorphism a.g

as oifQ. We sometimes view a.g © as as a representation over F © F and denote it
also by a.

Let 7T : G —s- G denote the universal covering. We abbreviate Lq := Lie G
and Lq '¦= LieG. The fine structure of these representations was determined by
Hiss [12] and Hogeweij [13] (see also [16] Prop. 1.11). We briefly describe some of
those facts which are needed below.

The kernel of dir : Lq —? Lq is the subspace of G-invariants of Lq, the cokernel
the space of G-coinvariants of Lq. Their common dimension is 0 unless p divides
the index of the root lattice in the weight lattice. In that case it is 1, except if
p 2 and the root system has type Dn with n > 4 even, where it is 2.

Let Mq denote the representation space of a in the standard case, resp. of
ai in the non-standard case. It is known that Lq possesses no proper invariant
subspace with non-trivial image in Mq. Thus Mq is the unique simple quotient
of Lq. Let Mq := Lq in the standard case, resp. Mq := im(d(po) in the non-
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standard case Note that in the non-standard case the representation of G on Mq
factors through (po In any case Mq is the unique smallest quotient of Lq into
which Mq injects We give names to the respective kernels, as in the commutative
diagram with exact rows

d-K (11)

The natural map Coker(d7r) —» MajMa is an isomorphism unless p 2 and
G has type Bn with n odd In particular, we have à\m(Ma/Ma) 1 whenever

p 2 and G has type Cn for any n > 1

Lie bracket: The commutator map of G factors through a morphism

Its total derivative at the identity element defines a generalized Lie bracket

[ n LGx LG —> LG,

denoted by the same symbol Its composite with the map dir Lq —s- Lq is the
usual Lie bracket [ ] on Lq, resp on Lq The induced pairing Lq x Lq —s- Lq is
also denoted [ ]~ The images of these pairings generate the following subspaces

Proposition 1.2.
(a) We have [La, La] Lq unless char(f) 2 and the root system of G has

type Cn for some n > 1 In that case we have [Lq, Lq] C Kq
(b) In any case we have [Lq, Lq]^ Lq

Proof Like [16] Props 111 and 1 12, this can be proved by explicit calculation
using the root space decomposition and the well-known structure constants of
Chevalley groups It can also be deduced directly from [16] Prop 1 12 This
result shows that the representation of G on Mq factors through Frobp G —> a*G
if and only if p char(F) 2 and G has type Cn with n > 1 Taking derivatives
we find that the image of [Lq, Lq] in Mq is zero exactly in this special case
Otherwise [Lq, Lq] is an invariant subspace of Lq with non-trivial image in Mq It
is therefore equal to Lq, which proves (a) Part (b) is proved in the same way, using
the fact that the representation on Mq never factors through Frobp G —s- a*G

D
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2. Simple algebraic groups over local fields

In this brief section we assume that F is a local field, i.e., a locally compact
field with non-trivial valuation. As in Section 1, we consider a connected adjoint
absolutely simple linear algebraic group G over F and let tt : G —> G denote its
universal covering.

Proposition 2.1. The factor group G(F)/tt{G(F)) is abelian of finite exponent.

Proof. The factor group is contained in the cohomology group H^{F,ijl), where /x

denotes the scheme-theoretic kernel of tt (see [10]). Let m denote the index of the
root lattice in the weight lattice for G. Then /x is commutative and annihilated
by m. The cohomology group retains these properties, and so does any subgroup,
as desired. D

Theorem 2.2. Any open subgroup of G(F) which is normalized by an unbounded,

subgroup of G(F) is equal to G(F).

Proof. If F is archimedean, the group G(F) is connected by [3] Cor. 4.7. Therefore

any open subgroup is equal to G(F), as desired. Assume that F is non-archimedean
and let G denote the ring of integers in F. Consider an open subgroup A C G(F)
which is normalized by an unbounded subgroup F C G(F).

Lemma 2.3. The group A is unbounded.

Proof. Consider a non-trivial absolutely irreducible representation p: G —s- GLnj?,
say occurring in the adjoint representation of G. Suppose that A is bounded.
Then the image p o tt(A) is bounded and so is the ^-subalgebra se generated by
it. As A is Zariski dense in G, its action on Fn is also absolutely irreducible. Thus
Burnside's theorem implies that sf is an ^-lattice of maximal rank in the space
of n x n-matrices over F. By construction F stabilizes this lattice under the
conjugation representation p<S) pv ¦ Therefore the image of F under the corresponding
projective representation p : G —s- PGLnj? is bounded. Since G —s- p(G) is an
isogeny, it follows that F itself is bounded, contrary to the assumption. D

The existence of an unbounded subgroup implies that G is isotropic ([19]).
Therefore it satisfies the Kneser-Tits conjecture ([17] Thm. 7.6), so G(F) is
generated by the F-valued points of the unipotent radicals of all parabolic subgroups.
A theorem of Tits ([19]) now shows that every proper open subgroup of G(F) is

bounded. Thus we must have A G(F), as desired. D
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3. Quasi-models

Now we recall the concept and some properties of quasi-models from [16] Sect. 3.

We give the définitions in both the global and local cases, in order to set up the

passage from one to the other.
Consider a commutative semisimple ring F, that is, a finite direct sum of fields

©1=1 ^»- N° relation between the Ft is assumed; even their characteristics may
differ. Let G be a linear algebraic group scheme over F whose fibers Gt over Ft
are connected adjoint and absolutely simple. Consider a subgroup F C G(F)
Yi^Li Gt(Ft) whose image in each Gt(Ft) is Zariski dense. We make one of the
following assumptions.

Assumption 3.1.
(a) Global case: Each Ft is a global field, i.e., a finite extension either o/Q or

of¥p(t) for some prime p.
(b) Local case: Each Ft is a locally compact field with non-trivial valuation.

In [16] we had also imposed certain conditions on F: see 3.6 below. We
depart from this in the following definitions, because the greater generality helps in
studying approximation at non-compact places.

Definition 3.2. A weak quasi-model of (F,G,T) is a triple (E,H,<p) where

(a) E is a semisimple subnng of F such that F is of finite type as E-module,
and which is closed in the local case,

(b) H is a fiberwise absolutely simple adjoint group over E, and
(c) ip is an isogeny H Xe F —> G, such that
(d) F is contained in the subgroup ip(H(E)) C G(F).

Here, as elsewhere in this paper, we abbreviate H Xe F := H x spec e Spec F.

Definition 3.3. A quasi-model of (F,G,T) is a weak quasi-model for which the
derivative of <p vanishes nowhere.

In any weak quasi-model the fact that H is adjoint implies that tp is totally
inseparable. Therefore the induced map H(E) —> G(F) is injective, so that we

may identify F with its pre-image in H(E). Note that F is automatically fiber-
wise Zariski dense in H. It follows that the triple (E, H, F) satisfies the same
assumptions as (F,G,T).

Definition 3.4. The triple (f, G,F) is called, minimal if and only if for every
weak quasi-model (E,H,ip) of (f, G,F), we have E F and ip is an isomorphism.

Definition 3.5. A (weak) quasi-model (E, H, tp) of (F, G, F) is called minimal if
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and only if (E, H, F) is minimal in its own right.

The following condition was assumed throughout the paper [16], although it is

actually unnecessary for some of those results:

Condition 3.6.
(a) Global case: F is finitely generated.
(b) Local case: F is compact.

We recall [16] Thm. 3.6:

Theorem 3.7. If Y satisfies Condition 3.6, then:
(a) Every (F,G,T) has a minimal quasi-model (E,H,<p).
(b) The subnng E in (a) is unique, and H and <p are determined up to unique

isomorphism.

We now list a few useful reduction properties. The first concerns projection to
a direct summand and will often allow reduction to the field case. It was proved
in [16] Prop. 3.9 without reference to Condition 3.6 at all:

Proposition 3.8. Consider any subset I C {1,.. to}. Set Fj := ®î£/ Ft and

Gj := Uj£/Cj, and let Tj denote the image of T in Gj(Fj) Ujp/G^-Fj). If
(F,G,T) is minimal, then (Fj, Gj, Tj) is minimal.

The other two concern the passage from F to a subgroup. Note first that any
subgroup of finite index is still fiberwise Zariski dense.

Proposition 3.9. Assume that T satisfies Condition 3.6 and that (F,G,T) is
minimal. Then for any subgroup A C F of finite index, closed, in the local case,
the triple (F, G, A) is minimal.

Proof. Let Ai be the intersection of all F-conjugates of A. Then (F,G,A\) is

minimal by [16] Cor. 3.8. As any quasi-model (E,H,<p) of (F,G,A) is also a

quasi-model of (F, G,A\), we deduce E F and that (p is an isomorphism. Thus
(F, G, A) is minimal, as desired. D

Recall that a subgroup A C F is commensurated by F if, for every 7 G F, the
intersection A C\"fA'y~^ has finite index in both A and 7A7"1.

Proposition 3.10. Consider a subgroup A C F, which is commensurated by F

and whose image in each Gt(Ft) is Zariski dense. Assume that A (sic!) satisfies
Condition 3.6. If (f, G, F) is minimal, then (f, G, A) is minimal.
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Proof. By Theorem 3.7 (a) we may choose a minimal quasi-model (E,H,<p)
of (F,G,A). Let int(7) denote the inner automorphism of G corresponding to
any given element 7 G F. Then (E,H, int(j) o tp) is a minimal quasi-model of
(.F, G, 7A7"1). By Proposition 3.9 the minimality of both triples is preserved on
passing to the subgroup of finite index Afl7A7~1. In other words, both (E,H,ip)
and (E, H, int(7) o y>) are minimal quasi-models of (F, G, A n 7A7"1). Therefore,
by the uniqueness in Theorem 3.7 (b), there exists an automorphism 1 of H with
mt("f)oip (foi. Since 92 induces an isomorphism between the groups of outer
automorphisms of H and G, we find that 1 is an inner automorphism. As H is adjoint,
it follows that 1 int(J) for some ô G H(E). This proves 7 <p(ö) G <p(H(E));
hence (E,H,<p) is a quasi-model of (F,G,T). By the minimality assumption, we
deduce E F and that 92 is an isomorphism. Thus (F, G, A) is minimal, as
desired. D

4. Group rings and traces

From here until the end of the paper we assume that F is global and F is finitely
generated,. As explained in the introduction, we pass to a minimal quasi-model
using Theorem 3.7, and thus assume that (F, G, F) is minimal.

We now collect some facts from [16] Sects. 3-4 concerning the action of F on
certain parts of the Lie algebra of G. We begin with the conceptually simpler
results on traces. Let (F, G, F) be as in the preceding section, and set

F' ¦= (hi I Ft lf Gl iS standard>
(4 x)^< I Ft(&Ft if Gt is non-standard.

Combining the representations a defined in Section 1 for all Gt, we obtain a

representation of G over F' which is flberwise absolutely irreducible. Let ^^(a) C

F' denote the subring generated by the set of traces Tra(F), and Ea C F' its total
ring of quotients. The minimality of (F,G,T) and [16] Thm. 2.3 (b), Prop. 3.10,
and Prop. 3.14 imply:

Proposition 4.2. We have

Et if Gt is standard,
rp

~^ © EhS if Gt is non-standard,

where Et, resp. Et<£ and Et<s, is a subfield of Ft. Moreover, this subfield is equal
to Ft except, possibly, in the cases:

(a) char(fj) 2 and the root system of Gt has type A\. Here Et is equal to Ft
or to {x1 | x G Ft}.

(b) char(fj) 2 and the root system of Gt has type Cn for some n > 2. Here
Et<s Ft, and Et<£ is equal to Ft or to {x2 | x G Ft}.
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For finer information we turn to the group ring. For every representation p
of F on an additive group V we let J(V) C End(V) denote the image of the
augmentation ideal of the group ring Z[F]. In other words, this is the additive
subgroup generated by the elements ^(7) — id for all 76 F. This is an ideal in the
image of the whole group ring. If V is a module over a ring R and the action is

iî-linear, we obviously have J(V) C End#(V). But note that in general J(V) is

not an iî-submodule.
For the adjoint representations of G and G these ideals are roughly characterized

in [16] Sect. 4. The following proposition lists a few special consequences.
The respective representations and subquotients were defined in Section 1. In (a)
and (b) we deal with a reducible representation and look—in terms of a suitable
basis—at the matrices of strictly block triangular form. For example, we identify
Homj?(MG, Kg) with a subspace of Endp(La) in the obvious way. Assumption 0.1

and [16] Thm. 4.4 imply:

Proposition 4.3. Suppose that F is a field. There exists a finitely generated,

subring R C F', such thai F is either equal to Quot(i?) or a totally inseparable
extension of Quot(R) of prime degree, and:

(a) J(Lq) Pi Hobip(Mq, Kg) is an R-module of finite type which generates
Wovnp{Ma, Kg) as vector space over Quot(ß).

(h) J(Mc)r\]lo'nip(MQ/Mg, Mg) is an R-module of finite type which generates
Wovnp{Ma/Ma,Ma) as vector space over Quot(ß).

(c) J(Mg) is an R-module of finite type such that B{Mq) '¦= Quot(i?) • J{Mq)
is either

(1) equal to Endp(Ma), or
(11) a central simple algebra over E := {x2 | x G F}, where char(F) 2

and the root system of G has type Cn for some n > 1, and

B{MG) (g)E F -^ EndF(MG).

5. Weak approximation I

In this section we apply the results of [16] to simultaneous approximation at a
finite set of places. For ease of notation, by a place v of F we mean a place of
one of its simple summands. The corresponding local field is denoted Fv. Observe
that we always have a natural homomorphism F —s- Fv with dense image, which
is injective if and only if F is already a field. The set of archimedean places of
F is denoted S^,. For v (Ë S^, we let Gv C Fv denote the corresponding ring of
integers.

For any finite set of places V we set Fy '¦= 0oeV- Fv and abbreviate Gy :=
G Xp Fy. Let Fy denote the closure of the image of F in G{Fy) Y\vev G{FV).
Then the triple (Fy,Gy,Ty) satisfies Assumption 3.1 for the local case.
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Proposition 5.1. (iV,GV,IV) is minimal.

Proof. For any weak quasi-model (Ey,Hy,(p) of (Fv,Gy,Ty) we must prove
Ey Fv and that tp is an isomorphism. For this we first exploit Proposition 4.2.
Let F1, Fy, and Ev be obtained from F, Fy, and Ey by doubling all simple
summands where the respective algebraic group is non-standard. With Ea as in
the preceding section, we have a diagram

u u
Ea Ey.

As the representation a o tp descends to Ev, all its traces lie in Ev. Thus the
missing homomorphism Ea —> Ev also exists, making the diagram commutative.
Proposition 4.2 implies that the inclusion Ea C F' induces a bijection between
simple summands and is a totally inseparable extension there. We claim that the
same is true for the inclusion Ev C Fv.

To see this we may decompose all these rings according to the characteristic
of their constituents, so we may assume that this common characteristic is p.
Then every simple summand of F' is mapped into Ea by some Frobenius map
x i—> xp". Thus for any sufficiently large n, the pn-th power of every element of F'
lies in Ea. Since the image of F' in Fv is dense, we deduce that thepn-th power of
every element of Fv lies in Ev. In particular all primitive idempotents of Fv are
already in Ev; hence the inclusion Ev C Fv induces a bijection between simple
summands. It is also a totally inseparable extension there, as claimed.

Using the claim and Proposition 3.8, we can now project everything to
corresponding simple summands of F, Ey, and Fy. We may thus assume that they
are fields and can distinguish cases. If G is standard and not of type A\ in
characteristic 2, we have Ea F' F by Proposition 4.2. This implies Ey Fy.
Here (p is automatically an isomorphism, as desired.

If G is non-standard, but not of type Cn in characteristic 2, the simple summand
Ei C Ea associated to the representation a.g is equal to F by Proposition 4.2.

Again this implies Ey Fy. Suppose that tp is a non-standard isogeny. If y>o

denotes the basic non-standard isogeny of G, the facts explained in Section 1 imply

Oi£ o if as o ipo o ip as o Frobp Frobpoas. (5-2)

This shows that all traces of the form Tra^Fy) arep-th powers; hence Eg C {xp \

x G Fv}. But this contradicts the fact that Ei F is dense in Fy. Thus (p must
be an isomorphism, as desired.

It remains to consider the cases Cn with n > 1 in characteristic 2. Here we
employ Proposition 4.3. As the representation of F on Mq ®p Fy descends to the
subfield Ey, the intersection J{Ma) n Horn j? Mg/Mg, Mg) must be contained in
a model of Homj?(Mg/Mg, Mg)®fFv over Ey. Thus Proposition 4.3 (b) implies
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F C Ey. Since F is dense in Fy, this shows Ey Fy. Suppose that (p is a non-
standard isogeny. Recall that the representation of G on Mq factors through the
basic non-standard isogeny y>o- As in the calculation 5.2 we deduce that J{Mq) is

contained in a model of Endj?(Mc) <8>f -FV over the subfield {x2 | x G i*V}- This
contradicts Proposition 4.3 (b), as before. D

Now let it : G —> G denote the fiberwise universal covering, and F' C G(F)
the generalized commutator group defined in the introduction. Let T'v denote
the closure of the image of F' in G{Fy). Equivalently, this is the closure of the
subgroup generated by all generalized commutators of Ty.

Let S-p U^Li St-p denote the set of places v for which the image of F in G(FV)
does not lie in a compact subgroup. If V is disjoint from Sp, then Ty is compact,
as required in [16]. Proposition 5.1 and [16] Thm. 7.2 imply weak approximation
in this case:

Theorem 5.3. For any finite set of places V which is disjoint from Sp, the

subgroup Y'v C G(Fy) Ylvev G(Fv) is open.

6. Weak approximation II
Now we study Ty and T'v for an arbitrary finite set of places V. For any subset
W C V we identify

G{FW) G{FW) x Yl {U c GiFv), (6-1)

and similarly with G in place of G. We will show in Theorem 6.12 that there is a

partition V Vo U Vd such that T'v is composed of an open subgroup in G{Fyo)
and a discrete subgroup in G{Fyd). A somewhat weaker property is proved for Fy
in Theorem 6.15.

Let Vao be the set of archimedean places in V, and Vf := V \ V^, the set of
non-archimedean places. In the following we will analyze a suitable open subgroup
Ay C Ty. Its projections to the archimedean and non-archimedean factors are
denoted Ay^ C Fy^, resp. Ayf C Tyf. The identity component of any topological
group H is denoted H°.

Proposition 6.2. There exists an open subgroup Ay C Fy such that
(a) Ay Ay^ X Ay/;
(b) Ay^ is a connected, real Lie group, and
(c) A.yf is compact.

Proof. Choose an open compact subgroup Kyf C G(Fyf), and let ©y denote
the intersection of Fy with GlFy^) x Kyf. Since Kyf is compact, the projection
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map pr^ to the first factor is proper. Therefore pr^(Oy) is a closed subgroup of
G(Fv<x>). By a theorem of Cartan, any closed subgroup of a real Lie group is a Lie
subgroup ([11] Ch. II Thm. 2.3). Thus the identity component pr^(Oy)° is open
in pr^(Oy). We define Ay C ©y as the inverse image of this identity component
and claim that it has the desired properties. Its construction is summarized in the
following commutative diagram:

Fy C G(FVoo) x G(FVf)
u || u

Ay C ev C G(FVoo) x KVf

/Pri
C G(FO

By construction ©y and Ay are open in Fy. Assertion (b) is obvious from
the equality Ay^ pr^(0y)°, and assertion (c) from the inclusion Ayf C Kyf-
To prove (a) observe that for any open subgroup K'v C Kyf the intersection

Ay n (G(Fv<x>) x Ky is open in Ay. Therefore it still maps surjectively to

pr^Oy)0. In the limit over Kv we deduce that pr^Oy)0 is in fact contained
in Ay; hence Ay decomposes, as desired. D

Let Ay be as in Proposition 6.2. For later use we observe that its defining
properties are preserved on replacing it by any open subgroup.

Proposition 6.3. The subgroup Ay is commensurated by Fy.

Proof. First consider any open subgroup of Ay. The properties in Proposition 6.2

imply that it is equal to Ay^ x A'v for some open subgroup A'v C Ayf ¦ Since

Ayf is compact, its open subgroup A'v has finite index. This shows that any open
subgroup of Ay has finite index in Ay.

Now consider any element 7 G Fy. As both Ay and 7Ay7^1 are open in Fy,
so is their intersection. Therefore its index in Ay is finite. The same argument
applies to the index in jAvj~^, finishing the proof. D

Lemma 6.4. For any place v G V, the image of Ay m G(FV) is either finite or
Zariski dense.

Proof. Let Hv denote the Zariski closure in Gpv of the image of Ay. Since Ay is

commensurated by F, so is Hv. Therefore the identity component H° is normalized
by F. As the image of F in G(FV) is Zariski dense, the subgroup H° is normal
in Gpv. But this latter group is simple, so Hv is either finite or equal to Gpv. D

Let Vo be the set of places in V where the image of Ay is Zariski dense, and
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set Vd := V \ Vo. Then with the convention of 6.1 we have:

Proposition 6.5. If Ay is sufficiently small, it is contained, in G(Fvo), and for
every v G Vo its image in G(FV) is Zariski dense.

Next we characterize the archimedean part Ay^. Set Vx*, := Voo n Vo and

Vfo := Vf nVo. First we take another look at the adjoint representation of F:

Lemma 6.6. The WL\T]-modules LieG(Fv) for all archimedean places of F are
non-trivial irreducible and pairwise inequwalent.

Proof. Suppose first that F is a field. There is nothing to prove unless F has

characteristic zero, in which case it is a number field. Then Fie G is a non-trivial
irreducible representation of G and is therefore equal to Mq (cf. Section 1). Thus
by Proposition 4.3 (c) the homomorphism Q[F] —> Endj?(FieG) is surjective.
After tensoring with R we obtain a surjection

R[F] —»EndF(LieG)<g>QR 0 EndF„ (FieG(i^)), (6.7)
»es»

which clearly implies the desired assertion in the field case.
The map remains surjective in the general case by [16] Thm. 4.4. One can also

deduce this from Proposition 4.2, as follows. The field case shows that the image
is a subring which surjects to each simple summand. It is therefore a semisimple
subalgebra. If it is properly contained in the right hand side, it must lie over
the graph of an isomorphism between two simple summands. But then the set of
all traces Tr a(F) lies over the graph of the corresponding isomorphism Fv Fw
with v ^ w, which contradicts Proposition 4.2. Thus the map 6.7 is surjective in
general, which proves the lemma. D

Proposition 6.8. We have AVoo G(FVooo)°.

Proof. Proposition 6.3 implies that the Fie algebra of Ay^ is normalized by F.
Thus Femma 6.6 shows that Fie Ay^ ®veW Fie G(FV) for a certain subset W C
Voo. By integrating we deduce G(Fw)° Ay Ay^. Finally, Proposition 6.5

implies W V^o, as desired. D

Now we turn to the generalized commutator group.

Proposition 6.9. The group T'v contains an open subgroup of G(Fvo).

Proof. We first deal with the non-archimedean part, setting Vfo := Vf C\VO. By
Proposition 5.1 the triple (i7yfo,G'yfo,ryfo) is minimal. Proposition 6.5 implies
Ayf C Fy/o and that this subgroup is fiberwise Zariski dense in Gy/o. Moreover,

Proposition 6.3 shows that it is commensurated by Fy/o. Since Ayf is also
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compact, all the requirements of Proposition 3.10 are fulfilled in this case, and
it follows that (Fvfo,Gvfo,Avf) is minimal. Now [16] Thm. 7.2 implies that the

closure in G(Fvfo) of the generalized commutator group of Ayf is open.
Next we consider the closed subgroup T'v n G(iVooo). Lemma 6.6 and Proposition

6.8 imply that its Lie algebra is equal to LieG(Fv<x>o) Lie G(Fvooo) ¦ Thus
this subgroup is open in G(Fv<x>o). All together we find that the closure in G(Fvo)
of the generalized commutator group of Ay is open. By construction this open
subgroup is contained in T'v, as desired. D

Next we can split off the non-compact factors from T'v. Set Wo := Vo (~) S-p.

Proposition 6.10. We have T'v G(FWo) x T'v^Wg.

Proof. For any v G Wo Proposition 6.9 implies that T'v n G{FV) is open in G{FV).
This subgroup is also normalized by F, which by assumption is unbounded at v,
so by Theorem 2.2 it is equal to G{FV). It follows that G{FWo) Y\vewo G{Fv)
is contained in T'v, and therefore splits off as a direct factor, as desired. D

At last, we can turn to the main results of this section.

Lemma 6.11.
(a) For every v € Vo the subgroup T'v (~\ G(FV) is open in G(FV) and of finite

index in T'v.

(b) The subgroup T'v (~\ G(Fvo) is open in G(Fvo) and of finite index in T'v

Proof. The openness in (a) follows from Proposition 6.9. If v G Wo, we also have

T'vnG(Fv) G{FV) T'v by Proposition 6.10, so the index is 1. Otherwise F,, is

compact; hence so is T'v. Since T'v n G(FV) is an open subgroup of T'v, its index is

finite. This proves (a). Assertion (b) follows from (a) and the inclusions

H(r'vnG(FV)) c T'vnö(FVo) c v'Vo c JJ r'v.
v£Vo v£Vo

a

Theorem 6.12.
(a) T'v C T'y X Tyd is open of finite index.

(b) T'y is discrete in G(Fvd).
(c) T'y is open in G(Fvo).

Proof. Part (c) follows directly from Lemma 6.11 (b). Consider the inclusions

(T'vC\G{FVo)) x (T'vC\G{FVd)) c T'y c T'Vo x T'Vd. (6.13)
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Here the left hand side is equal to

T'vn((r'vnG(FVo))xG(FVd)),

so Lemma 6.11 (b) implies that it is open of finite index in T'v. Since T'v surjects
to T'Vd, it follows that T'v n G(FVd) has finite index in T'Vd.

By Proposition 6.5 we have Ay l~l G(Fvd) {1}- Since Ay is open in Fy, it
follows that Fy C\G(Fvd is a discrete subgroup of G{Fyd ¦ As the universal covering
induces a finite-to-one map G(Fvd) —? G(Fvd), we deduce that T'v n G(Fvd) is

a discrete subgroup of G(Fvd). The same now follows for its finite extension T'Vd.

This proves (b). This also implies that both inclusions in 6.13 are open of finite
index; whence (a). D

Lemma 6.14.
(a) For every v G Vo the subgroup Fy Pi G(FV) is open of finite index in Tv.
(b) The subgroup Fy Pi G(Fvo) is open of finite index in Fyo.

Proof. If v G Wo, Proposition 6.10 implies

c tvdg(fv) c r„ c g(fv).

Since G{FV)/'tt(G(Fv)) is abelian of finite exponent by Proposition 2.1, and F^
is topologically finitely generated, the index [Tv : tt(G(Fv))] is finite. Therefore
rv(~)G(Fv) has finite index in I\,. As this is a closed subgroup of G{FV), it is closed
of finite index in F^ and therefore open in that group. This proves (a) whenever

v G Wo. If v qL Wo, consider the inclusions

n(T'vnö(Fv)) c rvnG(F„) c r,, c g(fv)
n u

^(tt"1^)) Tvr\Tr(G(Fv))

Here Tv/Tv Dir(G(Fv)) is a subgroup of G(Fv)/ir(G(Fv)) which is topologically
finitely generated, so as above we see that its order is finite. On the other hand
recall that F^ is compact in this case. Since it is a finite morphism, the induced

map G{FV) —> G{FV) is proper; hence tt~1(Tv) is compact. But T'v n G{FV)
is open in G(FV) by Proposition 6.9. Therefore T'v n G(FV) has finite index in
7T (I\,). Going through the above diagram we find that Fy n G{FV) has finite
index in Tv. The openness is deduced as in the first case. This proves (a), and (b)
follows from this as in the proof of Lemma 6.11. D

Theorem 6.15.
(a) Fy C Fyo X Fyd is open of finite index.
(b) Tyd is discrete in G(Fvd).
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Proof. This follows from Lemma 6.14 in the same way as Theorem 6.12 follows
from Lemma 6.11. D

7. Integral model

From here until the end of Section 12 we will prove many statements at places of
F outside some sufficiently large finite set S. We will not fix S in advance, but
the relevant conditions will be made clear as we go along. This course is justified
because all our assertions will be invariant under enlarging S.

We assume that S contains all archimedean places and at least one place on
every simple summand Ft. We let Ü C F denote the ring of elements having no
pole outside S. Its total ring of quotients is F. Thus 5? := Spec Ü is a finite
disjoint union of regular affine curves, arithmetic or geometric, with "function"
fields Ft. Enlarging S is equivalent to replacing y by an open dense subscheme.

Proposition 7.1. When S is sufficiently large, there exists a group scheme Sf —>

y with generic fibers Gt, such that F C 'S

Here, as elsewhere in the article, we abbreviate &(R) := &(SpecR) for any
^"-algebra R.

Proof. The problem decomposes with F, so we may assume that F is a field.
Choose generators 71,... 7r of F and a faithful representation p: G ^-s- GLnp.
Assume that S contains all places where some matrix coefficient of some p(-j^
possesses a pole. Let <é be the Zariski closure of G in GLn x 5?. Then <é{Û)
contains all 74 and hence F, as desired. D

With S as in Proposition 7.1 we clearly have Sp C S. Therefore:

Corollary 7.2. The set Sp is finite.

The closed fiber of 'é at a place v (Ë S will be denoted Gv.

Proposition 7.3. If S is sufficiently large, all fibers Gv are connected, adjoint
absolutely simple algebraic groups, and the universal covering 'S —> 'S exists over Of.

Proof. The problem is local on 5?, so we may assume that F is a field. Let
% —? SpecZ denote the Chevalley group scheme with split connected adjoint
fibers and the same root system as G (see [8] Exp. XXV). Choose a finite extension
Fq/F such that G Xp Fq % x Fq- Clearly this isomorphism extends to some
neighborhood of the generic point. That is, there is a finitely generated ring
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G C Go C Fq and, setting J/fo := Spec Go, an isomorphism

%xy0 -^ Çfx^ J?b- (7.4)

After shrinking ,y the map J/'o ^ ^ is surjective, which proves the first assertion.
The universal covering can be constructed in the same fashion. D

Next we extend the representations described in Section 1 to the model <£.

Let 5?" —> Of denote the covering obtained by adjoining a second copy of every
connected component where Gt is non-standard. In other words ,9" Spec G1

where G1 is obtained from Ü by doubling the respective direct summands. The
total field of quotients of G1 is the ring F' of 4.1.

Proposition 7.5. Suppose that S is sufficiently large. Then there exists a
representation of <3 on a vector bundle on 5?1 which in each fiber is isomorphic to the

representation a defined in Section 1. Similarly, there exist representations of <3

on vector bundles on ,5^ forming a commutative diagram with exact rows

which in every fiber is isomorphic to the diagram 1.1, and where S£ := Lie^" and

Proof. We may assume that F is a field. In the case char(F) 0 the adjoint
representation of G is already irreducible and remains so outside a known finite set
of primes. Thus after enlarging S accordingly, we simply take ^ := ,Ji := Sa' J£
and J^ := J^ := 0. In the case p := char(F) > 0 the whole group scheme 'S is

already a form of the single group ^b,Fp- Since the diagram 1.1 is intrinsically
defined, it transfers to any model of @o,wp over anY scheme, as desired. D

Note that with this setup a closed fiber Gv is standard if and only if the generic
fiber in the connected component of v is standard.

Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that S is so large that 'S —> if
has all the properties in the above propositions.

8. Genericity

For every place v (Ë S let m^ C G denote the maximal ideal and kv := &/mv the
residue field at v. Let Tv denote the image of F in @(kv) Gv(kv). The aim
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of this section and the next is to identify this subgroup, for almost all v. The
following result says that Tv is sufficiently general in the sense of [15] Sect. 2.

Proposition 8.1. Consider a separated, morphism of finite type —s- ,!/ and a

Zariski closed subgroup scheme Jf C 'S X y which is fiberwise nowhere dense.

Then there exists a finite set of places S' containing S such that, for every v (Ë S1

and every geometric point t of £? above v, we have Tv <£_ 3tft.

Proof. Every 76F determines a section !7 —> 'S x y !7. The inverse image of
J^C under this section is a Zariski closed subset, consisting of those points te y
for which M[ contains the image of 7. Applying this to a finite set of generators
of F we deduce that the subset of 3~ where M[ contains the image of F is Zariski
closed.

Its image in ,!/ is therefore constructible ([9] Prop. 9.2.6). We must prove
that this image is finite, which reduces to showing that it does not contain any
generic point. Suppose it contains the generic point corresponding to the simple
summand Ft. Then there exists a point te ^ above it where F C Mi- But ,¥?t is

a proper algebraic subgroup of Gt over some extension field. This contradicts the
assumption that F is fiberwise Zariski dense. D

For every v (Ë S we choose a geometric fiber Gy of 'S above v. Recall that Gf
denotes the group of fixed points of a Frobenius map $ : Gy —s- Gy.

Proposition 8.2. If S is sufficiently large, for every place v (Ë S there exists a

Frobenius map $: Gy —s- Gy such that (G>f')der is simple and

/„<j>\der -p ^(J>

Proof The problem is local on S?, so we may assume that F is a field. Let
% —? SpecZ be as in the proof of Proposition 7.3. Consider a separated scheme

3q of finite type over Spec Z and a fiberwise nowhere dense Zariski closed subgroup
scheme J% C % x =$0, to be chosen below. Then

is a fiberwise nowhere dense Zariski closed subgroup scheme relative to the base

J»f) x ¦%¦ Apply Proposition 8.1 to this subgroup scheme and let S' denote the
resulting finite set of places. For every v (Ë S' we identify the geometric fiber Gy
with a geometric fiber of % Vla the isomorphism 7.4. Then by construction we
have F^ ç£ J%tt f°r every geometric point t of ,% above v. The existence of the
desired Frobenius map now follows from [15] Thm. 0.5, if J% -^ ,% is suitably
chosen. Finally, we replace S by S1. D
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9. First order approximation

We will next identify the Frobenius map $ in Proposition 8.2, using the trace
results of Proposition 4.2. First note that the définition of ^Tr(a) and Proposition 7.5

imply #n.(a) C G>.

Proposition 9.1. Suppose that S is sufficiently large.
(a) For any maximal ideal m' C G1 we have

(b) For any two distinct maximal ideals m'l7 m^ C G1 we have

^Tr(a) +tnim^ G'.

Proof. Proposition 4.2 implies that the ring extension ^Tr(a) C G' is generically
totally inseparable. Geometrically speaking, the dual morphism ,y' Spec G' —>
Spec ^'Tr(a) is generically a totally inseparable covering. After shrinking y and

consequently ,y', its image is contained in the regular locus. Then the morphism
is injective on closed points and induces isomorphisms of residue fields. The
assertions follow. D

Every place v (Ë S where Gv is standard determines a unique maximal ideal
vn!v C G1. If Gv is non-standard, it determines two distinct maximal ideals m'v E

and m'v s C G1 corresponding to the representations a^, respectively o.s.

Proposition 9.2. If S is sufficiently large, for every v (Ë S we have

der c r„ c

Proof Let S be at least as large as in Propositions 8.2 and 9.1. We will prove that
for v qL S the Frobenius map $ : Gy —> Gy is a standard Frobenius map relative
to the finite field kv. Let ky denote the field of definition of v.

Suppose first that Gv, and hence Gy, is standard. Then $ is a standard Frobenius

map relative to some finite field k C ky. The representation a of Gy is

characterized intrinsically, so it descends to k. This implies Tra(Tv) C k and
hence ^xr(a) + m'v/m'v C k. Thus, using Proposition 9.1 (a), we find

G
kv —-

m'
+ <

C k.

To prove equality note that Proposition 8.2 implies (G>f')der CF,C ^{kv). We can
finish by comparing cardinalities. Namely, known size estimates ([4] Prop. 8.6.1,
Thm. 14.3.1) imply
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where m is the index of the root lattice in the weight lattice of Gt. If k ^ kv, we
have \k\ > \kv\^, which leads to a contradiction whenever \kv\ is large. Thus after
enlarging S, if necessary, we must have k kv. This implies (G§')der ^{kv)dev
and hence the desired assertion.

In the non-standard case there are two possibilities. If $ is a standard Frobe-

nius, the same proof as above goes through with, say, the representation o.£ in place
of a. So suppose that $ is non-standard. We will show that this cannot happen
under our assumptions on v. Let (po : Gy —> Gy denote any basic non-standard
isogeny with non-zero derivative. The classification of isogenies implies that $ is

the composite of an odd power <£$ with an automorphism of Gy. Thus

as o $ as o cpQ
+ a£ o cpQ Frobpi-oa^.

For elements 7 G Tv C Cf it follows that Tras(7) Tro^)^. Therefore the
subring

m'v,em'v,s
C_

lies in the graph of Frobpr. But this contradicts Proposition 9.1 (b). D

Proposition 9.3. If S is sufficiently large, for any two distinct places v, w ^ S
the image ofT m %{kv) X &{kw) contains <^{kv)der X d

Proof. Let S be at least as large as before. Consider distinct v, w (Ë S and let
A denote the image of T in (S{kv) x (S{kw). We assume that Ader ^ %{kv)dev x

)dev and want to derive a contradiction.

Lemma 9.4. // \kw\ is sufficiently large, there exists a field isomorphism a :

kw > kv and an isogeny ip: a*Gv —> Gw, such that A C Graph((^).

Proof. By Proposition 9.2 the subgroup Ader C y(kv)der x ^{kw)der surjects to
both factors. As these are simple groups, Goursat's lemma shows that Ader is the
graph of an isomorphism / : ^(kv)der ~

: ^(kw)der. It is known that / must
arise from a field isomorphism a : kw ~

: kv and an isogeny (p : a*Gv —> Gw,
if 1^1 is sufficiently large. In fact, by [20] every automorphism of a finite simple
group of Lie type is of this form, and the number of exceptional isomorphisms
between different finite simple groups of Lie type is finite (see [1]). This shows
Ader c Graph(^).

To finish the proof of the lemma, consider any element ô (ôv, ôw) G A. Since

(öv,(f(öv)) G @(kv) x (£{kw) normalizes Ader, so does the element (1,S'W) with
ö'w := ö~^ ¦ ip(öv). Looking at the first component shows that (l,ö'w) commutes
with Ader. Projecting to the second component we deduce that 5'w commutes
with <^{kw)dev. Since the centralizer of %{kw)dev in &{kw) is trivial (e.g., by direct
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adaption of [20] 4 4), it follows that S'w 1 We conclude that Sw <p(ôv), whence
S G Graph(y), as desired D

Lemma 9.5. In Lemma 9 4 one can choose a and <p such that dip ^ 0

Proof If dp 0, the isogeny <p factors through the standard Frobenms

a*Gv —> a*Frob*Gv -^U Gw

We can then replace a by Frobp oa and <p by ip, thereby decreasing deg(y>) After
iterating this as often as necessary, we have dip =/= 0, as desired D

To prove Proposition 9 3, we choose a and <p as in the preceding lemmas,
noting that the size restriction m 9 4 is satisfied after enlarging S Consider first
the standard case Then <p is an isomorphism and we have aoip a*a Calculating
mside Û' /m'w kw, for every 7 G F we have

cr"1(Tra(7) mod m^) (Tra(7) mod m^)

This implies

&() + mm'
111

C Graphs1) c kv®kw

But this contradicts Proposition 9 1 (b), as desired
In the non-standard case, if <p is an isomorphism, the same proof applies with

o.£ in place of a If <p is a non-standard isogeny, we have o.s o <p o.£ This implies,
for every 7 G F,

a-1(Tra,(7) mod m'v e) (Tras(7) mod m'w s)

Consequently

Tr(a) ^ ^v £^w s 1

-^j C Graph(<7 C kv(&kw,

again contradicting Proposition 9 1 (b) D

10. Group cohomology

Next we review a vanishing theorem for i?1, following Clme, Parshall, and Scott [5],
[6] The representation ^ was defined in Proposition 7 5

Proposition 10.1. If S is sufficiently large, for any v ^ S we have
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Proof. (Compare [21] Sect. 6.) Consider the composite homomorphism (ê

^(kv)der C Tv. Since both the order of its kernel and the index of its image
are prime to chai(kv), it suffices to prove the vanishing theorem for the coho-

mology of &(kv). We apply the calculations [5] 2.7, 2.8, 3.3 in the split case, re-

sp. [6] 2.2, 2.3, 3.1-2 in the non-split case, to the representation ,Ji®e kv Mgv-

Setting hl := dhn.Hl(&(kv), MqJ), we obtain the estimate

h — h < number of simple root spaces in M^J
— multiplicity of the weight 0 in Mqv •

provided that \kv\ > 9. This last condition is satisfied after enlarging S.
The terms on the right hand side of 10.2 turn out to be equal. Namely, in the

standard case we have Mqv Lie Gv, so they are both equal to the rank of Gv. In
the non-standard case the number of simple root spaces in Mgv is just the number
of simple long roots; hence it is given by the following table:

n-1
cn

1

Fa

2

Gi
1

The multiplicity of the weight 0 in Mqv can be determined with the help of [16]

Prop. 1.11 (c). Namely, in the Bn case as is the pullback of the standard
representation of dimension 21 under the basic isogeny (po : Gv —> Gf, Sp2£. Thus it
does not contain the weight 0 at all. From [loc. cit.] we deduce that the weight
0 occurs in Ker(d(/co) with multiplicity 1; and hence in Mgv Cokei(d(po) with
multiplicity n — 1, as desired. Dually, in the Cn case a.g is the composite of the
standard representation of Sp2£ with Frob2, so it does not possess the weight 0.

Thus the desired multiplicity is equal to dim(Mav/Mqv) 1 in this case. Finally,
in the F4 and G2 case the multiplicity must be half the rank of Gv by symmetry,
since o.£ o.s o tpo.

In all cases the right hand side of 10.2 vanishes, so that /i1 < hP. But we also
have h 0 (cf. Proposition 12.1 below); hence h 0, as desired. D

11. Second order approximation

Having clarified the situation modulo m^, we will now study the image of F
modulo m^. Consider the natural short exact sequence

0 —>^®0 mv/m2v —>y{û/m2v) -^&{kv) —> 1. (11.1)

For the moment we consider only the following quotients, where Jtf is as in 7.5:
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Let Tv denote the image of F in the middle term of this sequence. We will prove:

Proposition 11.3. If S is sufficiently large, for every v (Ë S we have

YvC\{J(®e m,/m2) ± 0.

To show this, we reduce to the case that F is a field. We set p := ch&Y(kv) and

distinguish the cases:

(a) p 0 in û/ml,
(b) p^O in ^/m2.

In the first case we can choose an isomorphism û/vx^ kv[e] with e2 0. The
information of Section 4 yields:

Proposition 11.4. // S is sufficiently large, for every v (Ë S in case (a) the

representation ofT on the kv[e]-module M'(S) ß kv[e] is not the extension of scalars

of a representation over kv.

Proof. Assume first that we are in the case (i) of Proposition 4.3 (c). Note that
the définition of J(MG) together with Proposition 7.5 implies

J{MG) C End^ {,£). (11.5)

With R as in (4.3) this inclusion becomes an isomorphism over Quot(iî). The
dual morphism ,y Spec G —> Spec!? is generically finite, and both sides in
11.5 are modules of finite type. As this inclusion is an isomorphism generically
on Spec R, it is an isomorphism over an open dense subset of Spec R. It follows
that the natural map

J(MG) -^ End^ {M) ®e kv[e]

is surjective for almost all v. Thus the representation of F on M'(S)ß kv[e] cannot
descend to kv. As this is a subrepresentation of .M ®@ kv[e], the proposition
follows in this case.

In the case (ii) of Proposition 4.3 (c) we have char(F) 2, and G has type
Cn for some n > 1. Therefore ,Ji C ^ (cf Section 1). In the notation of
Proposition 4.3 (b) the inclusion

J{MG) n HomF(MG/MG,MG) J{MG) n Hom^ {j(!,£,,£)
C Hom^ {JZ/J:, Jt)

becomes an isomorphism over Quot(iî). It follows that the natural map

J(MG) n Horn {Jijji.ji) —> Horn {jijJg.Jg) ®e kv[e]
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is surjective for almost all v Again this implies that the representation cannot
descend to kv D

Proof of Proposition 11.3 in the case (a): Since the algebraic group Gv
cannot be deformed ([8] Exp XXIV Prop 1 21), there exists an isomorphism

/m^ ^ Gv xSpecfcu Specie] (11 6)

This isomorphism determines a section of (${kv) into (${kv\e\) y(û/m%), and
hence into the middle term of 11 2 On the other hand, if 11 3 fails, the subgroup
Tv is the image of another section over the subgroup Tv C ^(kv) Proposition 10 1

implies that all such sections are conjugate Thus after modifying the isomorphism
11 6 we may assume that these two sections over Tv coincide

If Gv is standard, recall that Jf 0 Otherwise the representation on ^
factors through the basic non-standard isogeny (po & —> ^", and we have JéT

Kei(dipo) In both cases we deduce that the action of (S{0'/tn^) on M <g>ß ^/tn^
factors through the group in the middle of 11 2

We can now conclude that the action of Tv on *M <8)ß kv[e] has the same

image as the action oî^(kv) Therefore this action descends to kv, contradicting
Proposition 114 D

Proof of Proposition 11.3 in the case (b): This is the unequal characteristic
case, so we have J(f 0, and Tv is the image of F in ^(û/rn^) Recall also that
y{kv)der CT„C &(kv) by Proposition 9 2

As kv is a finite field, the closed fiber Gv is quasi-split ([2] Ch V Prop 16 6)
Choose a maximal torus contained in a Borel subgroup, and lift them to a maximal
torus and a Borel subgroup & C Se defined over û/vc^ (e g using [8] Exp XXVI
Th 3 16 (a)) Consider the pullback K-l{&{kv)) C <£{û/ml) in 11 1 Its
intersection with F^ is an extension of the group £?(kv) D Tv of prime-to-p order
with a p-group It therefore possesses a section, l e there exists a subgroup
GcF, which maps isoinorphically to £?(kv) D Tv Applying the same argument
to ^(û/m^) yields a similar section within &(û/m%) Being two sections from a

prime-to-p group within the common p-extension K~^(^(kv)), they are conjugate
under «if'<g>ß m^/m^ Thus after replacing & C Se by suitable conjugates, we may
assume O C ^(^/m^)

Let °// C SB be the root group associated to the highest root, and consider the
subgroup K~^(^(kv)) l~l f^ On the one hand it surjects to ^/(kv) On the other
hand it is normalized by O If \kv\ is sufficiently large, all roots are distinguished
from each other and from the weight 0 by the action of 3ï(kv)C\'3(kv)'ier7 and hence

by O It follows that <%{û/m1) l~l fv surjects to %r(kv) In view of assumption (b)
this implies Lie °l/ <g> ff m^/m^ C Tv Since Lie °l/ C Sa M in this case, the
proposition follows D
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12. Higher order approximation

Recall that ffv denotes the completed local ring at v. We will now give a criterion
for a subgroup of ^{ûy) to be dense, based on its behavior modulo m2. First we
show that the action of F on the Fie algebra of a closed fiber is big in the following
sense.

Proposition 12.1. If S is sufficiently large, for every v ^ S we have:

(a) There is no T-invariant non-zero proper additive subgroup of\M' <8> ^ kv.

(b) There is no F-invariant proper additive subgroup of J£' <g>ß kv whose image
in <ji <g> „ kv is non-zero.

(c) Any non-zero T-invariant additive subgroup of\M®^ kv contains jM®g kv.

Proof. For (a) it suffices to show that the natural map

J(MG) -^ End^ {M) ®0 kv Endfc„ (^ «g)^, kv) (12.2)

is surjective for almost all v. In the case (i) of Proposition 4.3 (c) this follows
already from the proof of Proposition 11.4. Suppose we have the case (ii) of 4.3 (c).
Then J(MG) is an order in a central simple algebra over E := {x2 | x G F}
and becomes isomorphic to Endp(MG) after tensoring with F. We also have

Quot(i?) E, so putting \/Tl := {x G F | x2 G R} we obtain a natural map

J(MG) ®rVR^ ^

By construction this induces an isomorphism over an open dense subset of Spec R,
and hence over the residue fields at almost all closed points. Since tensoring with
\/R over R has no effect over the residue fields, the map 12.2 is still surjective for
almost all v. This implies (a).

For (b) we first note J(LG) C End^ (£). With R as in 4.3 (a) the inclusion

J(LG) DRomF(MG,KG) J

C Hom^ (,,#, JT)

becomes an isomorphism over Quot(ß). It follows that the natural map

J(LG) n Hom^ (.^, JT) —> Hom^ (^#, X) ®e kv

is surjective for almost all v (compare the proof of 11.4). Thus the subgroup

Homfc„ {JÎ ®e kv,J^<S>e kv) C Endfc„ {¦£® e K)

is in the image of the group ring Z[F]. Any F-invariant additive subgroup of
~£? ®ff kv with non-trivial image in M' ®@ kv must therefore contain Jtf ®ff kv.
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By (a) it also surjects to jM ®e kv. It is therefore equal to £6'<g>ß kv, proving (b).
In the same way one proves (c), using 4.3 (b) in place of 4.3 (a). D

Proposition 12.3. Suppose that S is sufficiently large. Consider v (Ë S and

a subgroup A C ^{ûv) which is normalized, by T and whose image in @(kv) is

&(kv)deY. Then A is dense m ~S{ÛV).

The proof will occupy the rest of this section. By Proposition 3.8 we may
assume that F is a field. We must first set up the framework for successive

approximations. The subgroups

Ht :=

for all integers i > 0 form a coflnal descending sequence of open compact normal
subgroups of Hq (é{ffv). The graded pieces of degrees i > 1 are related to the
Lie algebra by canonical isomorphisms

Ht/Hl+1 se®e K/K+l.

Similarly, for every i > 0 we let

Ht := Ker(W)^£(^/mi)),

and for every i > 1 we have

ËJËl+1 £®0 m;/m;+1.

The isogeny tt : <£ —> <£ induces a natural commutative diagram

I dir

The generalized commutator maps ^x^^^x^^^x^^^ induce for any
hj > 1 a commutative diagram
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involving the generalized Lie bracket described in Section 1.

Suppose now that S is as large as required by all propositions so far. We claim
that Proposition 12.3 holds with this choice. Take A C ^{&v) as in 12.3. It
suffices to prove that the map

A -^ %{0/mlv) H0/Ht

is surjective for every i > 1. By induction this reduces to the following assertion.

Proposition 12.4. Under the above assumptions, for every i > 0 the map A Pi

Ht —> Hl/Hl+\ is surjective.

This will be proved in a sequence of lemmas.

Lemma 12.5. Proposition 12.4 îs true for i 0.

Proof. It is known that Hq/H\ @(kv) —> W(kv)der is a perfect central extension
([7] Thm. 5.27). Since A —> &(kv)der is surjective by assumption, the lemma
follows. D

Lemma 12.6. Proposition 12.4 ts true for i 1.

Proof. Rephrasing Proposition 11.3, the image of Fniïi in M'(S)ff m^/m^ is

nonzero. Thus by Proposition 12.1 (c) this image contains M® ff m^/m^. To transfer
this information to A, recall that F normalizes A by assumption. Therefore all
generalized commutators of the form [F n H\, A]~ are contained in A n H\. It
follows that the image of A n H\ in M ®ß m^/m^ contains all commutators
of A with ./# (g) „ m^/m^. By assumption this action of A coincides with that
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of &(kv)der and is therefore non-trivial. This shows that the image of A n H\
in ,y# (g)^ m^/m^ is non-zero. Now Proposition 12.1 (b) implies that the map
A n H\ —> H1/H2 S£'<g>ß m^/m^ is surjective, as desired. D

Lemma 12.7. Suppose that G is not of type Cn for n > 1 with char(F) 2.

Then Proposition 12.4 %s true for a^ i > 0.

Proof. By the preceding lemmas and induction on i, we may take i > 1, assume
the assertion for all i' <i, and prove it for i +1. The inductive assumption implies
that the vertical arrow on the left hand side of the following commutative diagram
is surjective:

[A n Hi, A n Ht] c An Hl+1

Applying Proposition 1.2 (a) to Lqv Sa ®ff kv, under the stated assumptions
we deduce that the lower inclusion is an equality. It follows that the vertical arrow
on the right hand side is surjective, as desired. D

In the rest of this section we assume that G has type Cn for n > 1, and that
char(F) 2. In this case there is an exact sequence

0 —>#—>^^^^—> JijJi—>0
where both iF and ,J{jjM have rank one (cf. Section 1). This sequence will play
a role for certain open compact subgroups. Note first that the map

GiK) HoiHi -^ Hq/Hi (S{kv)

is an isomorphism, since the isogeny it : 'S —> 'S is totally inseparable. Therefore
we have ir~^{H\) H\ inside Hq. From this we obtain the following commutative
diagram with exact rows:

(12-8)

By diagram chasing we find that the leftmost vertical map is surjective. Its kernel
is i?2- Consider the maps indicated by solid arrows in the diagram
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(12.9)

The composite morphism from the upper left corner to the lower right corner
restricts to zero on H^ Thus it factors through a unique dotted arrow making the
diagram commutative.

Lemma 12.10. The dotted, arrow in the diagram 12.9 is an isomorphism.

Proof. Since 'S has type Cn, its root lattice has index 2 in its weight lattice. On
dualizing we can thus find a primitive cocharacter A : <Gm —> ^, whose square lifts
to a cocharacter A : <Gm —> ^, but which does not itself lift. In other words we
have a commutative diagram

¦<#

Taking Lie algebras, we obtain a commutative diagram with exact rows

0 -"

Here the leftmost vertical map is an isomorphism for dimension reasons. The
fact that A is not congruent modulo 2 to a cocharacter coming from (é implies
im(dA) (f_ im(d7r). Thus again for dimension reasons the rightmost vertical map
is an isomorphism. Taking ^-valued points in the respective groups we find a
commutative diagram
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Here the vertical maps in the back are defined by 1 +1 k i. Thus the dotted
arrow in the back is given by x i—> (1 + x)2 — 1 x2 + 2x. Since 2 vanishes in Û,
this is just the Frobenius map x h^ x2, which clearly induces an isomorphism.
Therefore the dotted arrow in front is an isomorphism, as desired. D

Lemma 12.11. The composite map 7r(A)niÏ2 —*¦ MjM®ß m2/m^ is non-zero.

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram

— ^ tt(A) n H2

<g) mv/ml D

deduced from the diagrams 12.8 and 12.9. The leftmost vertical map is surjective
by Lemma 12.6. From 12.8 one deduces that the left half is cartesian; hence the
middle map is also surjective. The dotted arrow is bijective by Lemma 12.10.
Thus the rightmost vertical map is surjective. D

Lemma 12.12. Proposition 12.4 %s true for * 2.

Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 12.6. Lemma 12.11 implies that
the image of tt(A) Pi Hi in M <g>^, m2/m^ is non-zero. By Proposition 12.1 (c)

this image therefore contains M ®ß m2/m^. All generalized commutators of the

form [tt(A) Pi H2,T]~ are contained in An H2, and their images in ,M<g>^, m2/m^

comprise all commutators of F with M'®ß m2/m^. As &(kv)der and hence F acts

non-trivially on this group, the map A n H2 —> ^ ®@ m2/m^ must be

nonzero. Now Proposition 12.1 (b) implies that the map AniÏ2 —> ¦%1®ß m2/m^ is

surjective, as desired. D
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Lemma 12.13. Proposition 12.4 îs true for a^ * > 0.

Proof. (Compare Lemma 12.7.) By the preceding lemmas and induction on i,
we may take i > 2, assume the assertion for all i' < i, and prove it for i + 1.

By Lemma 12.11 we may choose an element ô G tt(A) Pi H^ whose image X G

Sa (S)ß m^/rn^ projects to a non-zero element of MjM (S)ß m^/rn^. Consider the
following commutative diagram, where the vertical arrow on the left hand side is

surjective by the inductive assumption:

A n Hl+1

To analyze the oblique map, note first that under our present assumptions the
pairing S£ x S£ —> jM vanishes by Proposition 1.2 (a). On the other hand, by
Proposition 1.2 (b) we have [jf,^]~ S£. Recall that £?/dir(£) ^ JtI,£ has

rank one. Thus for any element Y G S£ which maps to a generator of ./#/./#, we
find that \Y,J?\ maps onto ,M. It follows that the oblique map in the above

diagram is surjective.
Altogether we can now deduce that the composite vertical map on the right

hand side is surjective. Thus Proposition 12.1 (b) implies that the upper vertical
map is surjective, as desired. D

Lemmas 12.7 and 12.13 imply Proposition 12.4, which in turn implies Proposition

12.3. D

13. Strong approximation at compact places

Now we can deduce Theorem 0.2 from the preceding results, using only group
theory. The main points are Theorem 5.3 on weak approximation and the following
fact. As in Section 5 we let T'v denote the closure of the image of V in G(Fv).
Recall that Sp denotes the set of places where the image of F does not lie in a

compact subgroup.

Proposition 13.1. There exists a finite set ofplaces Vq, which is disjoint from S-p,

such that for every finite set of places V that contains Vq and is disjoint from Sp,
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Proof. Let us first clarify some terminology. By a quotient of a topological group
we mean the factor group by any closed normal subgroup. Thus two quotients are
equal if and only if the respective normal subgroups coincide.

Now fix a finite set of places S which is as large as required by all propositions
so far. Since FgxS is a compact subgroup of n^esxs G(FV), it possesses only
finitely many non-abelian finite simple quotients. Let Q\,... ,Qr denote these
distinct simple quotients, and let N be the maximum of their orders. Let Vq be
the union of S \ Sp with the set of places v (Ë S for which ^{kv)dev < N. We
will prove the proposition with this choice.

We proceed by induction on V. Consider any finite set of places V D Vq for
which the desired equality is proved, and any place v (Ë V U Sp. To prove the
equality for V U {v}, we must show

VU{v} — L V X

Identifying &(ûv) with n«,ev{l} x ^i&v), it suffices to show that the subgroup

is equal to (é{ffv). By Proposition 12.3 this reduces to the following lemma.

Lemma 13.2. The image of A m <0{kv) is &(kv)deT.

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram

r'1 vu-ivU{v} x tf(kv \der

î=1

All factors on the right hand side are non-abelian finite simple groups. The
inductive assumption implies that the lower homomorphism is surjective. The map
T'vu,v| —s- &(kv)der induced from the upper homomorphism is surjective by Proposition

9.2. Thus if the upper homomorphism is not surjective, by Goursat's lemma
its image lies over the graph of an isomorphism between &(kv)deY and another
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simple factor. Since &(kv)der > N > \Çlt\ by construction, this factor must be

@(kw) for some w G V. But this is ruled out by Proposition 9.3. Therefore the

upper homomorphism is surjective.
As the terms on the lower right hand side are all possible non-abelian finite

simple quotients of T'v, we deduce that the surjective homomorphism F^, —>

&(kv)deY does not factor through T'v. Thus its restriction to A is non-trivial. Since

A is a normal subgroup of F^, its image is a normal subgroup of ^(A^)der.
But this group is simple, and the image is non-trivial; hence the image is equal
to &(kv)der, as desired. This proves the lemma, and thereby finishes the proof of
Proposition 13.1. D

The ring of adeles of F outside a finite set of places S is the ring

n ^veT^S ^

where T runs through all finite sets of places of F containing those in S and all
archimedean ones. The subring associated to any T carries the product topology
and is open in Af. If St C S denotes the subset of places belonging to a simple
summand Ft, we clearly have Af. := ®^Li AF\

Proof of Theorem 0.2. Taking the limit over all V, Proposition 13.1 implies
that the closure of V in G(AFr) is

r'vox n w)-
v£V0USr

On the other hand, by Theorem 5.3 on weak approximation the subgroup

nô
vev0

is already open. Thus the closure of V in G(AFr) is open, as desired. D

14. Strong approximation in general

Finally we prove the equivalence in Theorem 0.3. First assume 0.3 (b) and consider

any non-empty subset / C {1,... m}. The closure of T' in Ylrei ^(A^) is then

open. In particular it is not discrete. Since tt : G -^ G is a finite morphism, it
preserves this property, so a fortiori the image of F in Ylrei C»(-^f0 ^s n°t discrete.
This proves 0.3 (a), as desired.

Conversely, let us assume 0.3 (a). Consider any finite set of places V which is

disjoint from S, and let V Vo U Va be as in Section 6.
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Lemma 14.1. We have Vo V and Vd 0

Proof Let / be the set of integers 1 < i < m for which some place of Ft is in Vd

Theorem 6 15 (b) implies that the image of F in G(Fvd) is discrete The image
of F in Yl%ei C»(-^fO maPs isomorphically to this discrete subgroup, so it is itself
discrete Thus the condition 0 3 (a) shows that / is empty Therefore Vd is empty,
as desired D

Suppose now that Sp \ S C V The subset Wo of Section 6 is then equal to
V (~) S-p S-p \ S, and we have V \ Wo V \ Sp Thus Proposition 6 10 implies

T'v G(FsT^s) x T'v^Sr

Taking the limit over all V, we deduce that

(closure of V in G(Af G(FSr^s) x (closure of V in

On the other hand, Theorem 0 2 implies that the second factor on the right hand
side is open in G(AF r) Thus the left hand side is open in G(Af,) This is just
the desired assertion 0 3 (b), so Theorem 0 3 is proved D
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